NATHEALTH Leadership Series (Quotes and Insights on Budget 2019 by NATHEALTH members)

- Health sector wants better treatment (The Hindu)
- Traders welcome budget term it revolutionary (The Pioneer)
- Efforts to create Dengue awareness - Dr. Sudarshan Ballal spoke to NewsX Channel
- What healthcare experts make out from Union Budget 2019? (E-Health Magazine)
- Ayushman Bharat corners bulk of hike in health budget
- Healthcare industry disappointed with lack of incentives in the Budget (Business Standard)
- Doctors Disappointment: Hopes for investments beyond Ayushman Bharat cover crash (India Today)
- More health funding key to wider insurance net (HT Livemint)

Healthcare Policy Updates

- Will 5G roll out put your health at risk?
- Declare hospitals as SAFE ZONES, enact Central Legislation to avoid violence against doctors: IMA
- Stakeholders Urge Health Ministry To Examine Banning E-Cigarettes
- Budget 2019: Healthcare sector expects hike in exemption limits for health checkup, medical reimbursement
- Rally marks Doctors’ Day at TMH

Healthcare Industry Overview

- State of the Doctor-Patient Relationship in TN
- Assam: 21 die due to Japanese Encephalitis, hospitals on toes
- Preventive healthcare: What, why & how to get it right
- Healthcare Mobility: Enabling the mobile clinician of future

Medtech Forum

- Tattvan E-Clinics To Provide Healthcare Services In Villages
- Product Innovation: The Untapped Opportunity in Medical Technology
- Startups have recognised the need for new products and technologies that don't exist: Siraj Dhanani
- Meet the latest batch of 11 hardware startups from DST, Intel India, SINE-IIT Bombay’s Plugin programme that are advancing innovation in AI, Machine Learning and IoT

Insurance Forum

- Insurance sector expects sweeping reform to boost penetration
- Vehicle sales slowdown hits motor insurance biz of New India Assurance in Q1
- Merger of non-life PSUs on cards?
- FDI in insurance intermediaries to create tech innovation, global standards: Experts
• THE AI IN INSURANCE REPORT: How forward-thinking insurers are using AI to slash costs and boost customer satisfaction as disruption looms
• Fintech startup PayNearby forays into insurance broking, acquires We Care Insurance

**Diagnostics Forum**

• Healthcare sector expects hike in exemption limits for health checkup, medical reimbursement Malaria parasites common among blood donors
• Why this Yuvraj Singh-backed healthtech startup is looking at diagnostics as a B2C model
• A leap for the medical device ‘Sunrise’ sector
• Govt-run diagnostics lab to open in Gurgaon, will have fixed rates
• Budget Expectations: Private Sector Wants Sops In The Budget For Expansion Of Quality Healthcare Services To Rural India

**Awards and Events**

- Kerala Health Tourism (3rd – 4th July)
- Medicall (28th July, Chennai)
- Indian Pharma Expo (16-18 July)
- India’s Largest & NO :1 Medical Equipment and Hospital Needs Expo 2019 (26 – 28 July)
- PharmaTech Expo (20th - 22nd August)